
 

 

ENGLISH QUIZ 

One Word Questions for Competitive Exam     
Q1 :  Utopia 

(A) an imagined place ro state of things in which everything is perfect 

(B) an imagined place which is worst for human beings to live 

(C) an imagined place where two lovers want to go 

(D) an imagined place where everything is free 

Q2 :  Verbatim 

(A) a writing, which is never written before 

(B) a writing word for word 

(C) related to a war 

(D) related to social projects 

Q3 :  Souvenir 

(A) a thing that is kept as a reminder of an event 

(B) a thing given as a prize 

(C) a thing which is related to quiz 

(D) a thing which is related to religious matters 

Q4 :  Venial 

(A) a big fault that is forgiven 

(B) a slight fault that cannot be forgiven 

(C) a big fault that cannot be forgiven 

(D) a slight fault that can be forgiven 

Q5 :  Solioquy 

(A) a play or a drama 



 

 

(B) a replay of the previous drama 

(C) speech you make to yourself 

(D) speech given to audience 

Q6 :  Sinecure 

(A) A honorary job 

(B) A job with little responsibility but high salary 

(C) A job with high responsibility but little salary 

(D) A very promising job or carrier 

Q7 :  Sacrilege 

(A) Be a volunteer for country 

(B) Making a disturbance 

(C) Obeying a religious order 

(D) Violation of what is regarded as sacred 

Q8 :  Regalia 
(A) The distinctive clothing worn and ornaments carried at formal occasions as an 

indication of stauts 

(B) Referring to a situation where people are not having food but leaders are 

enjoying 

(C) Refers to a disease 

(D) Refers to God's grace 

Q9 :  Red-tapism 

(A) Rude ruler 

(B) Nice ruler 

(C) Official formality resulting in delay 

(D) Official formality helping in a quick action 

Q10 :  Plebiscite 



 

 

(A) A decision taken to please some one 

(B) A decision taken under pressure 

(C) A decision taking without public view 

(D) A decision made by public voting 

Q11 :  Potable 

(A) Fit to eat 

(B) Fit to drink 

(C) Fit to smell 

(D) Fit to carry 

Q12 :  Platonic 

(A) A love meant to be a physical desre 

(B) A love free from physical desire 

(C) A person who can speak all language 

(D) A nation or person thinking of itself 

Q13 :  Plagiarism 

(A) The practice of taking someone else's work 

(B) The hobby of giving all credit to others 

(C) A honorary work 

(D) A work done at the cost of moral values 

Q14 :  Pedantic 

(A) A person above from material things 

(B) A person needs mercy 

(C) A style meant to display one's knowledge 

(D) A style meant to display one's foolishness 

Q15 :  Pantheism 
(A) the beflief that God is not one 



 

 

(B) the belief that God is one 

(C) the belief that God pervades nature 

(D) the belief that God do not pervades nature 

Q16 :  Panacea 

(A) A reason of the trouble 

(B) A solution or remedy for all difficulties or diseases 

(C) A solution of a complex problem of mathematics 

(D) None of above 

Q17 :  Nostalgia 

(A) A sort of joyful moment 

(B) A sort of horror 

(C) A sentimental longing for the past 

(D) Excitement for the coming future 

Q18 :  Interregnum 

(A) A period of intervals between two regimes 

(B) A period of a government or regime 

(C) A moment when a government fell down 

(D) A moment when a new governement is formed 

Q19 :  Inevitable 

(A) Very greedy 

(B) Very promising 

(C) Highly uncertain 

(D) Certain to happen 

Q20 :  Infallible 

(A) Always failing 

(B) Never failing 



 

 

(C) Always stopping 

(D) Never stopping 

Q21 :  Indelible 

(A) A mark that can be erased 

(B) A mark that cannot be erased 

(C) A mark which we can see from long distance 

(D) None of above 

Q22 :  Gregarious 
(A) Living with an aim 

(B) Living without any aim 

(C) Living alone 

(D) Living in flocks 

Q23 :  Extempore 

(A) Spoken or done with proper preparation 

(B) Spoken or done without preparation 

(C) Spoken or done in alone 

(D) Spoken or done in front of public 

Q24 :  Ephemeral 

(A) Lasting for a very short time 

(B) Everlasting 

(C) Lasting till we with 

(D) Lasting till certain events 

Q25 :  Crusade 

(A) A war going to happen in near future 

(B) A religious war 

(C) A never ending war 



 

 

(D) A war of past 

Q26 :  Chronology 

(A) The arrangement of events on the basis of even odd 

(B) The arrangement of events in some algorithmic way 

(C) The arrangement of events in the order of their ocurrence 

(D) The arrangement of events in random order 

Q27 :  Blaxphemy 

(A) An act of speaking for ruler 

(B) An act of speaking against ruler 

(C) An act of speaking for religion 

(D) An act of speaking against religion 

Q28 :  Biopsy 

(A) An examination of tissue removed from a living body 

(B) An examination of tissue removed from a dead body 

(C) An examination of old bones 

(D) An examination of old civilization 

ANSWER 

1.  A 

2.  C 

3.  A 

4.  D 

5.  C 

6.  B 

7.  D 

8.  A 

9.  B 



 

 

10. D 

11. B 

12. B 

13. A 

14. C 

15. C 

16. B  

17. C 

18. A 

19. D 

20. B 

21. B 

22. D 

23. B 

24. A 

25. B 

26. C 

27. D 

28. A 

 


